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Abstract

Creating realistic and natural-sounding synthetic speech remains a big challenge for voice identities unseen during training. As there is growing interest in synthesizing voices of new speakers, here we investigate the ability of normalizing flows in text-to-speech (TTS) and voice conversion (VC) modes to extrapolate from speakers observed during training to create unseen speaker identities. Firstly, we create an approach for TTS and VC, and then we comprehensively evaluate our methods and baselines in terms of intelligibility, naturalness, speaker similarity, and ability to create new voices. We use both objective and subjective metrics to benchmark our techniques on 2 evaluation tasks: zero-shot and new voice speech synthesis. The goal of the former task is to measure the ability to create new voices. Extensive evaluations demonstrate that the proposed approach systematically allows to obtain state-of-the-art performance in zero-shot speech synthesis and creates various new voices, unobserved in the training set. We consider this work to be the first attempt to synthesize new voices based on mel-spectrograms and normalizing flows, along with a comprehensive analysis and comparison of the TTS and VC modes.

Index Terms: speech synthesis, new voices, zero-shot, text-to-speech, voice conversion, normalizing flows.

1. Introduction

Recent advances in speech synthesis have shown that current technology can produce realistic and natural-sounding synthetic speech for voice identities observed during training [1, 2, 3, 4]. However, speech synthesis with arbitrary new speakers, unseen during training and without post-training adaptation, remains a big challenge [5, 6, 7]. Thus, when we need to generate a new voice, this often means collecting a large high-quality database of a target speaker to train a generative model. This is time-consuming, expensive to record and challenging to enroll speakers even for data reduction speech synthesis methods [4, 8]. Moreover, creating such a database becomes even more difficult if the technology requires a parallel corpus with the same text being read by source and target speakers. Therefore, in this work we tackle the challenging problem of creating new voices without any parallel data. Our goal is to extrapolate from speakers observed during training to create unseen speaker identities without any recordings of those speakers, and therefore without any target speaker adaptation.

Existing speech synthesis techniques are usually either text-to-speech (TTS) [2, 9, 10] or voice conversion (VC) [11, 12, 13] methods. Multi-speaker TTS [8, 14] is the process of generating lifelike speech of a target speaker given input text. VC is the process of taking speech from a source speaker and making it sound like the target speaker without changing the linguistic information. While most articles are about either TTS or VC, here we investigate both types of techniques together to discover which is better for generating new voices.

Our investigations are mainly based on normalizing flows, due to their state-of-the-art quality in TTS and increasing interest in the community. These generative models learn the mapping of the input data to a latent space. This mapping is done through a sequence of invertible transformations using the rule of change of variables to obtain a valid probability distribution, allowing for exact sampling and density evaluation [15, 16, 17].

Whilst there has been many previous works investigating the application of normalizing flows for speech, these have typically focused on speech synthesis with speakers observed in the training set [12, 13, 16, 18, 19]. Moreover, they have typically focused on TTS [6, 16, 18, 19] or neural vocoding [20, 21] rather than VC [12, 13].

Deviating from such approaches, in this work we investigate the ability of normalizing flows in TTS and VC modes to extrapolate from speakers observed during training to create unseen speaker identities. We study the architecture based on Flow-TTS, which has shown to achieve state-of-the-art quality in TTS [18]. We define Flow-VC as an extension of the TTS model to the voice conversion task. Then, we comprehensively evaluate our methods and baselines in terms of intelligibility, naturalness, speaker similarity, and ability to create new voices. We use both objective and subjective metrics to benchmark our techniques on 2 evaluation tasks: zero-shot speech synthesis and new voice speech synthesis. The goal of the former task is to measure the precision of the conversion to an unseen voice. The goal of the latter is to measure the ability of creating new voices. Extensive evaluations demonstrate that the Flow-VC systematically allows to obtain state-of-the-art performance in zero-shot speech synthesis and creates new voices, unobserved in the training set. We consider this work to be the first attempt to synthesize new voices based on mel-spectrograms and normalizing flows, along with a comprehensive formal evaluations, analysis and comparison of the TTS and VC modes together, and with the state-of-the-art.

2. Approach

Normalizing Flows are generative models with tractable distributions, where both sampling and density evaluation can be both exact and efficient. Our approach is based on Flow-TTS [18], a non-autoregressive TTS model using normalizing flows, which has shown to achieve state-of-the-art quality in TTS, and thus was selected as the basis for the model topology of the proposed approach. The main differences between our approach and Flow-TTS are: (i) we tackle the problem of creating new voices rather than TTS synthesis with seen voices, (ii) we introduce VC mode, (iii) we have the ability to sample new speakers, (iv) we use pre-trained phone alignments, and
(v) we use different conditioning to the model. Moreover, we present comprehensive evaluations and analysis of TTS and VC models, and their comparison to the state-of-the-art.

**Architecture.** The architecture of our model is presented in Figure 1. Our model consists of a sequence of invertible transformations \( f_1, f_2, \ldots, f_T \) mapping input mel-spectrogram \( m \in \mathbb{R}^{T \times d} \) with \( T \) frames and \( d \) frequency bins to a latent representation \( z \in \mathbb{R}^{T \times d} \) given conditions \( \theta \). There are 6 conditions \( \theta = (s, f, \text{vuv}, \text{phSeq}, \text{phDur}, a) \): (i) \( s \) is the speaker representation extracted using [22], (ii) \( f \) is the sentence-level mean normalised interpolated log-f0 to disentangle speaker identity (speaker’s average f0) from sentence prosody and thus separating f0 from speaker embedding, (iii) \( \text{vuv} \) is a binary ‘voiced or unvoiced’ flag denoting whether a frame is voiced or unvoiced, (iv) \( \text{phSeq} \) is the phoneme sequence representation, (v) \( \text{phDur} \) is the phoneme duration representation, and (vi) \( a \) is the accent embedding, extracted using approach in [22], to allow the model to disambiguate phonemes according to the accent being used. Conditioning features are passed to the flow steps to help the model better maximise the likelihood. The motivation behind this is that the network can learn to remove the contributions of these conditioning features from the input data, hence removing the level of noise to the prior. The invertible nature of the flow ensures that the network is information-preserving, meaning that the latent vector is a lossless representation of the input data. In Flow-TTS, the phoneme alignment is learnt during training using attention, and in Glow-TTS [16], this is done using monotonic alignment search (MAS). Different from these papers, we use pre-trained phone alignments to label the data to simplify the training process, as in attention-free TTS [4, 13].

**Training.** Normalizing Flows model the true data distribution providing an exact likelihood estimate. The model uses the provided conditions \( \theta \) to better map given mel-spectrograms \( m \) to a simple known distribution \( p_z \) by maximizing the likelihood:

\[
\max_{f} \quad \frac{1}{|M|} \sum_{m \in M} p_m(m),
\]

\[
p_m(m) = \log p_z(f(m, \theta)) + \log \left| \det \frac{df(m, \theta)}{dm} \right|,
\]

where \( M \) is the set of training mel-spectrograms and \( p_z(z) \) is the given prior density, e.g. standard normal distribution.

Flow-TTS. The model consists of invertible transformation \( f \), which allows for lossless reconstruction of mel-spectrogram \( m \) from a latent space \( z \) given conditions \( \theta \). In text-to-speech (Flow-TTS), we sample \( z \) from the prior distribution and run inverse transformation \( f \), denoted as \( f^{-1} \), to synthesise mel-spectrogram \( m_{TTS} \) as \( f^{-1}(z, \theta) \).

Flow-VC. Here, we define the task of unseen voice synthesis as voice conversion task. We map mel-spectrogram \( m \) to a latent representation \( z \) given conditions \( \theta = s_A \) (using \( s_A \) speaker representation), and then we convert the obtained latent representation \( z \) to mel-spectrogram \( m_{VC} \) given \( \theta = s_B \) (using \( s_B \) speaker representation): \( m_{VC} = f^{-1}(f(m, \theta = s_A), \theta = s_B) \).

**New voices generation.** To generate new voices, we need to provide new speaker embeddings. These embeddings can be defined arbitrary, like in zero-shot speech synthesis, or we can automatically generate new representations. Our approach for generation of new speakers is based on [7]. The neural Network takes as an input a locale embedding and outputs parameters of a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) for each dimension of the speaker embedding. We use 10 components for GMM. To generate new voices, for each dimension of the speaker embedding we independently sample GMM using predicted parameters. Our architecture is a simple feed-forward neural network with 2 hidden layers, each of size 256.

3. Experiments

We comprehensively evaluate our methods and baselines in terms of intelligibility, naturalness, speaker similarity, and ability to create new voices. We benchmark our techniques on 2 evaluation tasks: zero-shot and new voice speech synthesis.

3.1. Evaluation systems

We evaluate Flow-TTS and Flow-VC models. The Flow-TTS does not use oracle \( f_0 \) and vuv conditioning, whereas the Flow-VC does. We also study the Flow-TTS with additional \( f_0 \) and vuv conditioning, called Flow-TTS with \( f_0 \), as well as Flow-VC without \( f_0 \) and vuv conditioning, called Flow-VC w/o \( f_0 \). Moreover, we compare our models with the state-of-the-art Tacotron2 [9] and EDP [4] TTS models and CopyCat [23] VC model. We use Universal Neural Vocoder [24] based on Parallel WaveNet to map generated mel-spectrograms to audio samples.

3.2. Dataset

Our training dataset consists of English recordings of 6 regional accents (American, Australian, British, Canadian, Indian and
Welsh). There are 3173 speakers and approximately 579 hours of recordings. The data features a range of different recording conditions with some speakers recorded in studio-quality conditions whilst other speakers were recorded in more ambient surroundings using lower quality microphones. A sampling rate of 16 kHz was used for all recordings to match the lowest sampling rate observed in the training data, from which 80 dimensional mel-spectrograms were extracted using a frame length of 50 ms and a frame shift of 12.5 ms.

For zero-shot speech synthesis, 6 target speakers were selected (2 American, 2 Australian and 2 Canadian), where 4 speakers are from the VCTK [25, 26] and 2 speakers are from the internal dataset. These speakers do not exist in training and validation sets. For VC, we select 60 random utterances per each target speaker, and thus we have 360 utterances in total. For new voice speech synthesis, we use the same 120 American source utterances as for the zero-shot speech synthesis.

### 3.3. Zero-shot: Intelligibility

In order to measure the intelligibility of generated speech, we measure the average Word Error Rate (WER) between the sentence text and the transcription, which we obtain using the AWS Transcribe ASR system. A US-English ASR model is used for American and Canadian speakers, whilst an Australian-English ASR model is used for Australian speakers. The WER results for zero-shot evaluation are shown in Table 1. The stand-out from these results are that the intelligibility of Tacotron 2 is significantly worse than all other systems. This is likely due to the attention mechanism struggling with the diverse nature of the dataset used. Meanwhile the flow models, EDP and CopyCat all achieve similar scores, with the lowest WER obtained by Flow-VC.

### 3.4. Zero-shot: Flow-TTS vs. Flow-VC

The goal of the zero-shot speech synthesis evaluation is to measure the precision of creating unseen voices. In this experiment, we evaluate and compare Flow-TTS with Flow-VC, both with and without f0 conditioning to understand the impact of: 1) keeping the latent vector from source speaker vs. sampling a new latent vector, and 2) using f0 conditioning.

We evaluate our methods using both objective and subjective metrics. For objective evaluation, we extract speaker embeddings from generated utterances using [22] and we measure Speaker Encoder Cosine Similarity (SECS), which is defined as the average cosine similarity between extracted speaker embeddings from generated utterances and target embeddings. For subjective evaluation, we use Multiple Stimuli with Hidden Reference and Anchor (MUSHRA) tests with the scale 0 to 100 to perceptually assess naturalness and speaker similarity [27].

### 3.5. Zero-shot: Comparison to the SOTA

We evaluate our models alongside the state-of-the-art (SOTA) in VC and TTS using both objective and subjective metrics. Results from subjective evaluations are shown in Table 1. Comparing to the state-of-the-art in both naturalness and speaker similarity, Flow-VC significantly outperforms text-to-speech systems and is on par with CopyCat. Results from objective evaluation for speaker similarity are shown in Table 1, and these results correlate with the findings from subjective evaluations.

### Table 1: Zero-shot: WER with 95% confidence intervals, as well as mean and standard deviation of SECS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>WER ±</th>
<th>SECS ±</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Source recordings</td>
<td>8.99 ± 1.49</td>
<td>0.20 ± 0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CopyCat</td>
<td>10.63 ± 1.61</td>
<td>0.51 ± 0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tacotron 2</td>
<td>17.96 ± 2.00</td>
<td>0.41 ± 0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDP</td>
<td>9.69 ± 1.54</td>
<td>0.37 ± 0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flow-TTS</td>
<td>11.37 ± 1.66</td>
<td>0.57 ± 0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flow-TTS w/o f0</td>
<td>10.42 ± 1.59</td>
<td>0.53 ± 0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flow-VC w/o f0</td>
<td>10.01 ± 1.57</td>
<td>0.53 ± 0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flow-VC</td>
<td>9.54 ± 1.53</td>
<td>0.51 ± 0.09</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2: Zero-shot: mean ratings from MUSHRA tests evaluating speaker similarity and naturalness of flow models.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>Speaker similarity ↑</th>
<th>Naturalness ↑</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Source recording</td>
<td>58.98</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flow-TTS w/f0</td>
<td>62.53</td>
<td>68.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flow-TTS</td>
<td>62.67</td>
<td>64.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flow-VC w/o f0</td>
<td>61.96</td>
<td>65.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flow-VC</td>
<td>62.50</td>
<td>68.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Target recording</td>
<td>75.58</td>
<td>73.38</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To measure naturalness, we ask listeners: “Please rate the audio samples in terms of their naturalness”. The recording from the target speaker is included among the systems to be rated as an upper-anchor. To measure speaker similarity, we ask listeners “Please listen to the speaker in the reference sample first. Then rate how similar the speakers in each system sound compared to the reference speaker”. Two different recordings from the target speaker are included, one as the reference sample and the other as one of the systems to be rated, as an upper-anchor. In addition, the source speech recording is included among the systems to be rated, as a lower-anchor.

Results of the evaluations are shown in Table 2. Differences between all systems in terms of naturalness are statistically significant with the exception of between Flow-VC and Flow-TTS w/f0, as well as between Flow-VC w/o f0 and Flow-TTS. This demonstrates that increasing conditioning to the flow reduces the amount of information needed to be stored in the latent space z. This ensures that z therefore contains little information of perceptual importance allowing us interchangeably choose to use z from the source speech or simply sample from the prior, without affecting naturalness. This allows performance improvements in voice conversion (i.e., retaining source speaker prosody whilst simply changing voice identity). However, when z contains information such as prosody, there is a significant improvement from using z extracted from the source speech instead of sampling from the prior. None of the differences between flow models in the speaker similarity evaluations are found to be statistically significant. The objective evaluations find significant improvements in terms of speaker similarity in running the models in TTS mode instead of VC mode, see Table 1. However, the differences are subtle, and this is probably the reason why comparing this to the findings from the subjective evaluations indicates that listeners are not able to perceive these improvements. Typical TTS models do not have access to oracle f0 and vuv conditioning during inference, whereas VC models do. Therefore, VC mode is preferred to TTS mode. However, Flow-TTS conditioned with oracle f0 and vuv is on-par with Flow-VC. Oracle f0 represents the upper-bound for f0 prediction. How far f0 prediction models are able to close this gap between Flow-TTS and Flow-VC is outside of the scope of this investigation.

### 3.6. Zero-shot: Comparison to the SOTA

We evaluate our models alongside the state-of-the-art (SOTA) in VC and TTS using both objective and subjective metrics. Results from subjective evaluations are shown in Table 3. Comparing to the state-of-the-art in both naturalness and speaker similarity, Flow-VC significantly outperforms text-to-speech systems and is on par with CopyCat. Results from objective evaluation for speaker similarity are shown in Table 1, and these results correlate with the findings from subjective evaluations.
Note that there is a gap between evaluated approaches and target recordings in terms of speaker similarity. This indicates that the evaluated approaches were not fully successful in achieving the zero-shot speaker identity, however Flow-VC achieves state-of-the-art results in speaker similarity to the target identity. We hypothesise that this gap can be due to the speaker embeddings not being intuitive enough for the model to be able to fully understand everything about the target speaker identity purely from the speaker embeddings. This is perhaps not surprising given that we need to represent the infinite possible speaker identities into a single vector. In informal analysis, we have observed that in fact different speech corpora form separate clusters in the learnt speaker embedding space. This indicates that the embeddings are also modelling factors which we are not interested in, hence further work into making these more efficient in storing purely speaker attributes is needed.

3.6. Are we creating new voices?

To measure the ability of creating many new voices, we need to verify that new voices are different from voices in the training set and different from each other. We use speaker embeddings of voices in the training set and generate 120 new American speaker embeddings, see Section 2. We synthesise new voices with our TTS and VC models, and extract speaker embeddings from generated utterances using [22]. First, we calculate the variance of generated embeddings followed by the sum over the dimensions. Flow-VC achieves 0.28, Flow-TTS achieves 0.32, Flow-TTS with f0 0.31, EDP 0.57, Flow-VC w/o f0 0.32, and CopyCat achieves 0.19. This indicates that flows have higher variance of generated voices, thus we focus on these. Next, we evaluate the flow models using MUSHRA tests with a binary scale, where same speakers are represented by value 0 and different speakers by value 100. We ask listeners “Please listen to the speaker in the reference sample first. Then rate whether the speakers in each system sound like the same speaker as in the reference or different”. Two different recordings from the nearest neighbour seen speaker (NN) are included, one as the reference sample and the other as one of the systems (NN) to be rated, as an anchor. The NN is the closest speaker from the training set to the generated sample using the speaker embeddings and the cosine distance metric. In addition, the nearest neighbour seen speaker (NN2NN) to our NN speaker is included among the systems to be rated, as additional anchor.

Results are shown in Table 4. NN has a low score and NN2NN and flow models have significantly higher scores, which indicates that listeners are able to distinguish same and different voices, and that our new voices can indeed represent new speakers. Moreover, flow models have significantly higher scores than NN2NN, which means that new voices are further from voices in the training set than these voices in the training set from their closest voices in the training set. This finding clearly indicates that the generated voices are indeed new and different from voices in the training data.

We also visualize the speaker embedding space with both voices in the training data and new voices. Each speaker embedding has 256 dimensions. We apply the Principal Component Analysis [28] and select 48 principal components explaining over 90% of the total variance. Then, we apply the Uniform Manifold Approximation and Projection [29] to map them to 2D space. Results are presented in Figure 2. The visualisation shows that new voices are spread across the speaker embedding space of voices from the training set, and thus this confirms that our approach can generate a variety of new voices.

4. Conclusions

We have presented normalising flows-based approach and investigated its ability in TTS and VC modes to extrapolate from speakers observed during training to create unseen speaker identities. We have comprehensively evaluated our methods and baselines in terms of intelligibility, naturalness, speaker similarity, and ability to create new voices. Extensive evaluations demonstrate that the proposed approach systematically allows to obtain state-of-the-art performance in zero-shot speech synthesis and creates various new voices, unobserved in the training set. However none of the approaches are precise in the zero-shot scenario. We hypothesise this is due to inefficiencies in the learnt speaker embeddings. Future work on improving speaker embeddings for the zero-shot task is required to advance towards realising the ultimate zero-shot voice creation goal.
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